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SHORT COURSE LEG DESCRIPTIONS 
 
Leg 1 – Tredegar to James River Waterfront - Run .12 MI 
To start your 2019 IGNITE VA Race you will run a short sprint from the start at Tredegar Iron Works 
to the waterfront. Watch your footing going down the ramp and entering the water 
 
Leg 2 – James River Waterfront to Belle Isle – Swim .23 MI 
Despite the short distance, this swim can be daunting depending on the level of the James. Follow 
the kayaker’s instructions for the quickest route to the take out at the corner of Belle Isle 
 
Leg 3 – Belle Isle – Run .72 MI 
Belle Isle was originally known as Broad Rock Island and first explored by Captain John Smith in 
1607. In the 18th century the island was occupied by a fishery. In 1814, the Old Dominion Iron and 



 

Nail Company completed a nail factory. During the 1860s, the island was inhabited by a village 
complete with a school, church, and general store. 
 
Leg 4 – Belle Isle to Tredegar – Swim .27 
Much like your first swim, the difficulty of this swim is dictated by the level of the James. High and you 
will need to work with the current to get to the take-out on time, low and the river boulders will present 
some obstacles for you. 
 
Leg 5 – T-Pot to Flood Wall – Run 2.07 
One of the newest visitor attractions in Richmond is the Tyler Potterfiled Bridge. Take in the views as 
only Short Course athletes get to revel in the spectacular crossing with the city skyline behind and the 
James River rapids below. This is your longest run of the day so make it count. 
 
Leg 6 - Chappel Island - Swim .76 MI 
The final swim of the course is the second longest.  From the 14th street white water take-out, you 
will pass by Mayo island heading downriver into the tidal section of the lower James.  Depending on 
the tide, this could be a very fast swim or a challenging push.  The finish is Chappel Island and Great 
Shiplock Park.  The island is known as the site of Trigg Shipyard.  In the early 20th century Trigg 
constructed tugboats, small destroyers and some of the first oil tankers on the island, which is 
separated from the northern bank by the Kanawha Canal. 
 
Leg 7 - Pipeline to Civil War Finish - Run 2.19 MI 
From Chappel Island, you'll cross over the start of the Kanawha Canal- a manmade waterway 
surveyed and planned by George Washington to connect western Virginia with the James River and 
the Virginia seaport.  Once over the Canal, the home stretch includes the Richmond terminus of the 
Virginia Capital Trail, Shockoe Bottom, and the Canal Walk across the pipeline trail (which includes a 
run on top of the actual pipe) to Brown's Island.  From Brown's Island, you will sprint to the finish at 
Tredegar’s American Civil War Museum. 
 


